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r Ltd. This is an open access article u1. Introduction
The complexity of a structure can be quantiﬁed by structural
hierarchy – a 0th order structure can be a single beam or solid element,
a 1st order structure may be a truss built with a combination of 0th
order structures, a 2nd order structure being a truss built with trusses,nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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structure enables the attainment of a unique combination of
properties: ultralightweight, recoverability, and a near-linear
scaling of stiffness and strength with density [1]. While structures
of 2nd order hierarchy or greater are uncommon in practice, they
have attracted research interest for use in sandwich panels due
to improved strength-to-weight ratio [2] or impact absorption
characteristics [3].
Metamaterials are usually 1st order structures. They are made
from assemblies of multiple elements forming a unit cell in the
small-scale, which is then periodically repeated over the large-
scale in one, two or three directions. These artiﬁcially structured
materials have received substantial attention in the past few
years due to their exceptional properties in many physical
phenomena. Their exotic properties are derived from the inherent
material properties of the constituent elements within the unit
cell as well as the precise geometry and the propagation pattern
of the unit cell. Recent manufacturing technologies, which have
enabled the fabrication of complex nano/micro structures, have
attracted increasing attention to mechanical metamaterials.
Some mechanical metamaterials with ultra-property behaviour
have simultaneously two or more conﬂicting properties, for
example: high stiffness, high toughness and low mass density
[4,5].
A useful process in designing such structures of increased
complexity is topology optimisation [6,7]. Topology optimization
is a mathematical method that optimizes material layout within
a given design space, for a given set of loads, boundary conditions
and constraints with the goal of maximizing the performance of
the system, for example: minimal weight and maximal stiffness.
Topology optimization has been developed in a number of
different directions for example: density based methods, level
set methods; topological derivative methods, phase ﬁled and
evolutionary structural approaches [8]. Truss-based approaches
to topology optimisation assign nodes which are moveable inside
a spatial domain, connected by structural elements of variable
sections [9,10]. Typically, the problem is split into three parts:
geometry, sizing and topology. Geometry describes the location
of the nodes in space, sizing describes the member cross section
areas of the structural elements, and topology describes the
connectivity of the nodes. This is different from the conventional
density-based topology optimisation method in which the
material densities inside the discretised elements are treated as
the problem variables, i.e. material density of one indicating the
presence of material, while zero indicating an absence of the
material.
Gradient based algorithms are widely used in sizing optimisation
[11]. This is performed through recursive resizing of the members on
every iteration based on an optimality criterion which is met when
every element in the structure is stressed to limits in at least one
load case. With improved computing power, stochastic genetic
algorithms were used to simultaneously optimise sizing, geometry
and topology in much of recent truss-based optimisation. Deb and
Gulati [12] formulated a simultaneous sizing and topology truss
optimisation for minimum weight using the ground structure
consisting of every possible nodal connection for a given truss.
Hagishita and Ohsaki [13] utilised a growing ground structure
method for truss topology optimisation, which effectively expanded
or reduced the ground structure by iteratively adding or removing
elements and nodes.
Recent work in truss-based structural optimisation has greatly
improved the effectiveness of GA approaches. Rahami et al. [14] used
an energy function of a structure as a scalar objective function to
describe its stiffness. This method improves efﬁciency as it avoids the
inversion of matrices, given GA-based structural optimisation requires
many iterations evaluating the performance of structures. Šešok andBelevičius [15] proposed a repair mechanism based on identifying and
eliminating under-stressed elements in a given genotype, retaining
the “improved” individual in the population for selection and crossover.
Giger and Ermanni [16] usedmathematical graph theory to parametrise
the topology of the truss in an adjacency matrix, carrying genetic
operators directly on them. Tang et al. [17] explored different coding
schemes to improve the convergence rate, using combinations of
binary, integer and ﬂoat variables in the formulation of genotypes. Su
et al. [18] made use of sparse node matrix encoding to improve
convergence rate, as well as ﬁltering out unstable or invalid structures.
While much work has been focused on GA-based truss optimisation
for a given structure of ﬁnite nodes, not much research has been done
on periodic truss or frame structures of homogenised length.
In this paper, a homogenised spaceframe structure is designed by
use of topology optimization for minimum mass and maximum
effective ﬂexural and torsional rigidities. These spaceframes are
generated with FE code written in MATLAB for 3 dimensional beam
elements. GA- multi-objective optimisation method is then used to
minimise mass, and maximise effective ﬂexural and torsional rigidities
of the spaceframe. Structural topologies are parametrised and checked
for validity using a graph theory approach. The structure is optimised
for the locations of the non-basic nodes (geometry), the absence or
presence of structural member connections between the nodes
(topology) and the sectional properties of each structural member
(sizing). Two GA optimisation schemes are explored: a Multi-Objective
GA (MOGA) and a Single-Objective GA formulation with Penalisation
(SOP) condensing the multiple objectives into a single ﬁtness function.
The performance of periodic spaceframe in terms of structural rigidity,
large deformation capability, buckling and vibrational modal analysis
is compared to an equivalent beam structure of identical mass and
comparable domain. Finally, the periodic spaceframe is applied into a
conventional aircraft wing structure to demonstrate its superior
mechanical performance.
2. Problem formulation
In this section a three-dimensional spaceframe structure composed
of cubic unit cells repeating in a single direction is optimised, as
shown in Fig. 1. Frame elements are deﬁned between nodes having six
degrees of freedom within a spatial domain – these frame elements
bear extensional, bending and torsion loads. Nodes are classiﬁed as
basic or non-basic: basic nodes have known coordinates in space,
which are not design variables, while non-basic nodes may occupy
any location in the feasible spatial domain. While eight basic nodes
are deﬁned at each vertex of the cubic domain, the number of non-
basic nodes is variable. The unit cell is optimised for the locations of
the non-basic nodes (geometry), the absence or presence of structural
member connections between the nodes (topology) and the sectional
properties of each structural member (sizing).
Various approaches of multi-objective optimisation are carried out
for the objectives of structural weight, ﬂexural rigidity and torsional
rigidity. Optimisation is performed in MATLAB using Genetic Algorithm
(ga and gamultiobj) approaches due to their suitedness for truss-based
optimisation with multiple objective functions.
The objective of optimisation is to obtain spaceframe structures of
minimumweight for a given ﬂexural and torsional rigidities. Structural
weight was optimised by minimising the mass of all structural
elements, while effective ﬂexural ⟨EI⟩ and torsional ⟨GJ⟩ rigidities are
optimised by minimising strain energy of the structure subjected to
bending and torsional load cases.
2.1. Space frame structure parametrisation
The unit cell structure is parametrised into the genotype vector x!
described using Eq. (1), which is categorized into two parts: the Space
Fig. 1. Schematic of optimisation problem, unit cell and periodic structure.
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The space vector S
!
is a vector of length 3NNB, where NNB is the total
number of non-basic nodes in the unit cell. Each element in S
!
is a spatial
gene si which deﬁnes each non-basic nodal coordinate. The topology
vector T
!
is a vector of length
1
2
ðN2−NÞ, where N is the total number
of nodes in the unit cell. The topological gene tp in T
!
represents possible
connection between any two nodes, deﬁning each structural member's
absence, presence and size.
2.1.1. Parametrisation of topology using graph theory
Structural topology is deﬁned using a graph theory approach, similar
to themethod used by Giger and Ermanni [16]. In graph theory, a graph
consists of a set of vertices (i.e. frame nodes) and connecting edges (i.e.
frame elements). The structural topology is represented by an
undirected graph, parametrised by the adjacency matrix A which is a
square, symmetrical matrix of size equal to the number of vertices, as
described by Eq. (2). The rows and columns of the adjacency matrix
represent the corresponding vertices. Vertices (i, j) connected by an
element has the corresponding elements Aij = 1; otherwise Aij = 0.
Since each vertex does not connect to itself, the diagonal elements are
zero.
A frame structure with N nodes has
1
2
ðN2−NÞ possible number of
connections. Therefore, a topology vector T
!
of this size can completely
deﬁne the frame structure topology with each gene tp occupying a
position in the adjacency matrix:
A ¼
0 t1 t2 t3 ⋯ tN−1
0 tN tNþ1 ⋯ t2N−3
0 t2N−2 ⋯ t3N−6
0 ⋯ ⋮
⋱ t1
2
N2−N
 
sym:0
2
6666664
3
7777775
NN
ð2Þ
Each position Aij in the adjacency matrix can bemapped to a gene tp
on the topology vector using the formula p ¼ ði−1ÞN−i
2 þ i
2
þ j; iN j.
The solver can recognise topological genes b0 as absent members andtopological genes above 0 as present members, with the integer part
of the gene treated as a section ID referenced from a catalogue.
2.1.2. Topological composition of repeating cell structure
Using the adjacencymatrix that parametrises each unit cell topology,
the next cell repetition is made to topologically connect to the previous
one. For a series of N unit cells, A, B, C,…, N, each has adjacencymatrices
AA, AB,…, AN. We need only to express the upper triangular portion of
the matrices, with the adjacency matrix of the k-th cell denoted by AkU.
An assembled adjacency matrix AAB…NU is created by concatenation of
the unit cell matrices. Coincident vertices are combined topologically
by summing the elements of their rows and columns. Finally, the
duplicate rows and columns are deleted to yield the upper triangular
portion of the combined adjacency matrix AAB…NCU; this also results in
a reduction of the rank of the assembled adjacency matrix representing
the deletion of the duplicate nodes. An example of this procedure is
shown in 0.
2.1.3. Testing for topological connectedness
Limiting the search space to the feasible design space X,
constraints must be introduced to determine whether each
generated structure is a feasible design. Disconnected structures
can be identiﬁed with the adjacency matrix of each structure. A
useful property of the adjacency matrix is that when it raises to
the k−th power Ak, (representing the numbers of possible routes
from the vertex in row i to column j) it traverses k elements
including routes that double back on itself.
In a fully connected graph of N vertices, it is possible to link any two
nodes with at least one route of length less than N. This property was
exploited to determine topological connectedness by determining the
sum of all adjacency matrix powers up to N− 1. Matrix B is computed
as B=∑i=1N−1(Ai), where a graph is disconnected if any element in B
is zero. The optimiser used this formulation to ﬁlter out infeasible
structures by checking for zero elements.
2.2. Structural optimisation approaches
In general two different types of techniques are used to solve multi
objective optimization problems. These two types are known as
classical methods and evolutionary methods. The classical methods,
which are mainly non-Pareto based techniques, consist of converting
the multi objective problem into a single objective problem. This is
possible by either aggregating the objective functions or optimising
one objective and treating the other as constraints. On the other hand
the evolutionary methods mainly use non dominated ranking and
selection, to move the population towards the Pareto front. Each
approach has its own strength and limitations as discussed in detail in
[19]. Therefore the following three approaches are considered in this
paper, referred to as:
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2. Multi-Objective GA–with Topology, Geometry and Sizing (MOGA-
TGS)
3. Single-Objective GAwith Penalisation–with Topology, Geometry and
Sizing (SOP-TGS)
Due to the stochastic nature of GA optimisation there is signiﬁcant
spread even among solutions with the same parameters. For this
problem, the MATLAB default (ga for SOP and gamultiobj for MOGA)
GA parameters were used [21], except for the crossover fraction and
population size. The crossover fraction was set as 0.3 to minimise the
deviation and mean value of the optimisation results for each objective
function, according to Dayyani et al. [19,20] who solved a similar multi-
objective optimisation problem. Population sizes of [200, 400] were
applied and compared in the optimization with normalised dimensions
of a 1 m cubic unit cell, the circular cross section diameter d=0.05m,
and isotropic material properties E=1GPa, ν= 0.3. It was found that
a population size of 200 lead to a better trade-off between time
efﬁciency and effectiveness of the optimisation, hence was selected in
the current work.
2.2.1. Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA)
The optimisation problem for the MOGA approaches can be written
as: minimise Fð x!Þ ¼ ½ f 1ð x!Þ; f 2ð x!Þ; f 3ð x!Þ, where objective functions
are:
f1 x
!  ¼X
e
ρALð Þe
f2 x
!  ¼ 1
EI
f 3 x
!  ¼ 1
GJ
ð3Þ
where the ﬁrst objective returns the total mass of the structure, the
second returns the inverse of ﬂexural rigidity, and the third returns
the inverse of torsional rigidity. The feasibility of structures in the design
space is enforced through constraints Gi presented in Table 1. A penalty
value was assigned to the objective function when the constraint is
violated.
Fi x
!  ¼ 109f i x! 
(
if constraints G1;G2 or G3 violated
otherwise
ð4Þ
In constraint G1, the minimum allowable element length lmin is
deﬁned to be 1% of the unit cell size (0.01 m for the normalised 1 m
cubic cell). In G2 the matrix B shows whether vertex pairs (i, j) are
indirectly connected by computing the total number of possible routes
between them (Bij = 0 indicates that the vertices i and j are
disconnected). These constraints help pre-emptively ﬁlter out
structures where the stiffness matrix is singular. Constraint G3 is
simpliﬁed by the nature of the cubic unit cell. As the ﬁrst four nodes of
a given cell are topologically connected to the last four nodes of theTable 1
List of optimisation constraints.
Constraint Deﬁnition Description
G1 min(le) N lmin Prescribes minimum element length
G2 (B)ij ≠ 0
where B=∑i=1N−1
(Ai)
Imposes condition for full topological
connectedness
G3 (A)ij = 0
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, 1 ≤ j ≤
4
Prevents coincident edges during cell repetition
operation
G4 S
!
minb S
!
b S
!
max
Constrains nodes within spatial bounds
G5 T
!
minb T
!
b T
!
max
Sets limits of section catalogueprevious cell, it enforces a constraint that the ﬁrst four nodes of each
cell are not connected to each other.
The appropriate number of non-basic nodes (NNB) for an arbitrary
conﬁguration is an optimisation variable, hence multiple runs of
optimisation were ﬁrstly carried out with varying NNB. The data points
of all runs were superimposed and ﬁltered by applying the Pareto
criteria to deﬁne the optimality over multiple objectives. The best
compromise solution with the most appropriate NNB was then
determined according to the smallest Euclidean norm from the origin
in the normalised criterion space. Normalisation was carried out with
the approach given by Marler and Arora [22]:
Fi x
!  ¼ Fi x
! 
abs Fi x
! h i
max
  j Fi x! ∈Zi ð5Þ
In the Topology and Geometry (TG) approach, sizing of structural
elements was not considered. The bounds T
!
min and T
!
max in Constraint
G5 were vectors of all −1S and 1S in this approach. The optimiser
recognised positive numbers of the gene as present members of
predeﬁned section and negative numbers as absent; this gave an
equal chance of either case.
Moreover, Sizing of structural elements was considered in the
Topology, Geometry and Sizing (-TGS) approach. With sizing
optimisation enabled, the genes in T
!
referred to section IDs in a
list of predeﬁned sections. This list was ordered with members
of increasing thickness to cater for improved optimisation
efﬁciency with mutation operators. In this case, the upper and
lower bounds in Constraint G5 of each topological gene ti were
deﬁned as lb(ti) = − ub(ti), where lb and ub denoted lower
bounds and upper bounds. Since mixed-integer optimisation was
not provided for gamultiobj in MATLAB, the solver recognised
negative values of ti as absent members and the integer part of
positive values as the section ID.
2.2.2. Single-Objective with Penalisation (SOP)
The SOP approach used a ﬁtness formulation adapted from [12],
optimising structures for minimum mass and condensing the torsional
and ﬂexural rigidity objectives into threshold values. A single objective
was used, where solutions exceeding the threshold values were heavily
penalised and quickly eliminated. The constraints were identical to
those in the MOGA approach. The SOP optimisation formulation can
be written as Eq. (6), where the deﬁnition of Gi is shown in Table 1.
minimise : F x!
 
¼
V
109; if constraints G1;G2 or G3 violated
f x!
 
¼
X
e
ρAlð Þe þ 107 max
1
EIsol
−
1
EIreq
;0
  	
þ 107 max 1
GJsol
−
1
GJreq
;0
 !" #
;otherwise
subject to constraints Gi
ð6Þ
2.3. Finite element code formulation
Given the large number of iterations required in GA for convergence,
the FE solver used for the optimisation must allow for a large iteration
rate. This was achieved by writing FE code directly in the MATLAB
optimisation routine, avoiding the need to export data to commercial
FE software. In addition, each structural member was represented by
only one beam element to minimise the size of the solution.
A linear beam-element formulationwith six degrees of freedomwas
used from ﬁnite element methods [23]. A global assembled stiffness
matrix was composed; given appropriate loading and boundary
conditions, the deformation u of the spaceframe was then calculated.
Strain energy of the deformed structure was then found, to determine
Fig. 2. Convergence of the effective EI of the spaceframe structure with increasing number
of the unit cell repetitions.
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⟨GJ⟩.
The properties E, A, Iy, Iz, G, J of each structural element were ﬁrst
deﬁned in a lookup table indexed by section identiﬁer (ID). To simplify
calculations, only beam elements with circular cross sections of
diameter d were used in this paper – geometric properties A, Iy, Iz, J
were calculated accordingly. The isotropic material properties E, G
were user-deﬁned according to the desired material Young's modulus
and shear modulus (G ¼ E
2ð1þ νÞ) accordingly.
Formulating the structure's global stiffness matrix and solving for
deformations for a given load, the strain energy of the deformed
structure can be found by U ¼ uTKu. The objective function of mass
can be easily obtained by summing themass of each structural member
as shown in Eq. (7).
m ¼∑e ρALð Þe ð7Þ
The beam-equivalent ﬂexural rigidity ⟨EI⟩ of the repeating-cell
spaceframe was formulated through comparison of the spaceframe
compared to a cantilevered beam.
The deformation of a cantilevered beam subject to a tip load F can be
obtained asΔtip ¼ FL
3
3EI
. Thework done on the beam is:W ¼ U ¼ 1
2
FtipΔtip
with regards to classical mechanics/conservative system. The effective EI
of the spaceframe can be obtained as:
EIh iSF ¼
F2tipL
3
6U
ð8Þ
Similarly, the beam-equivalent torsional rigidity ⟨GJ⟩ was calculated
from the deformation of a shaft under an applied tip torque T. Given θ ¼
TL
GJ
, thework done on a linear torsion spring under constant torque isW ¼
U ¼ 1
2
Ttipθtip; therefore, the effective torsional rigidity can be calculated
as:
GJh iSF ¼
T2L
2U
ð9Þ
2.4. Validation of FE formulation
The validity of this bespoke FE code was checked by comparing its
solutions with an identical model produced on the commercial
ABAQUS FE solver with linear beam elements. Details of this validation
are elaborated in Appendix B.
2.5. Homogenisation of effective beam properties
Periodic spaceframe structures composed of varying number of
repeating cells were analysed; the applied unit cell was the same as
the geometry used for the validation of FE code. The ﬂexural rigidities
(EI) of each spaceframe are plotted in Fig. 2, which shows that the EI
of the structure increases with more cell repetitions being applied
until a critical point with 8 repetitions is reached, according to the 5%
convergence gradient criterion. For a homogenous spaceframe structure
whose structural properties are expected to be independent of the
number of unit cells, the applied unit repetitions need to be no less
than the critical number illustrated in Fig. 2. Therefore, a tessellation
with 8 repetitions was selected in subsequent optimization studies to
ensure that the requirements regarding structural homogenisation
and computing efﬁciency are satisﬁed.3. Comparison of results and selection of optimisation approach
Unit cells with a generic 1 m cubic domain were optimised with a
generic isotropic material of E=1GPa, G=0.385 GPa (corresponding
to ν=0.3). The optimisation was done with homogenised spaceframe
beams of 8 repetitions using the three methods described.
3.1. Topology and Geometry; Multi-Objective Approach (MOGA-TG)
Five sets of Pareto fronts were obtained with the MOGA-TG
approach for 1 to 5 non-basic nodes. The section catalogue was
deﬁned with a cross section diameter of d = 0.05m. The Pareto
criteria were applied to this superimposed set of data to form the
combined Pareto front for the MOGA-TG approach, as shown in
Fig. 3 with colour coding representing the number of non-basic
nodes of each of the Pareto points. Larger numbers of non-basic
nodes tend to yield optimised solutions of greater mass and higher
stiffness (i.e. lower 1/EI and 1/GJ).
Each point Fð x!Þ on the Pareto front represents a spaceframe
structure with the speciﬁc properties. Special reference to a best-
compromise point in lieu of deﬁning design criteria was made and the
best-compromise point was selected by the normalisation and the
Euclideannormmethods deﬁned by Eq. (5). Various noticeable solutions
in the Pareto set were compared with results from other approaches as
later shown in Table 2. The best-mass structures have the minimum
number of non-basic nodes, and the best-compromise point has 3
non-basic nodes. Using best-compromise points with the Pareto points
normalised to extrema is highly dependent on the design space selected.
In this paper, the number of non-basic nodeswas limited between 1 and
5. However, as structures with more non-basic nodes tend to be heavier
and stiffer, this yields optimal solutions with even higher mass and
stiffness, which affects the normalisation and subsequently the best
compromise result.
3.2. Topology, Geometry and Sizing; Multi-Objective Approach (MOGA-
TGS)
Five sets of Pareto fronts were similarly obtained for the normalised
1 m cubic cell with the MOGA-TGS approach for 1 to 5 non-basic nodes
and combined by applying Pareto criteria. For sizing optimisation, the
section catalogue was deﬁned with 10 solid cylindrical sections of
0.01m ≤ d ≤ 0.1m at 0.01m intervals. Fig. 4 shows the combined Pareto
front colour-coded with number of non-basic nodes.
Compared to the combined Pareto curve for the previous MOGA-TG
method (Fig. 3), we note that in MOGA-TGS there is no tendency for
caseswithmore non-basic nodes to have optimal structureswith higher
Fig. 3. (a) Combined Pareto fronts of different nodes for the MOGA-TG (i.e. Multi-Objective GA-Topology and Geometry) approach with corresponding projections on three planes.
(b) Illustration of different optimal solutions on the projected plane. (Density: 1/GJ).
6 J. Lim et al. / Materials and Design 190 (2020) 108552mass and stiffness. A likely reason is that sizing optimisation is not
considered in the MOGA-TG method, which makes structures with
more non-basic nodes tend to be heavier due to the increase in
connections. By contrast, the MOGA-TGS method, which considers
sizing optimisation, can make use of smaller elements to offset the
mass increase due to connections, hence is more appropriate for weight
saving applications.Table 2
Comparison between the structures generated using different approacheswith similar effective
kg).
Non-sizing optimised
MOGA-TG
Best mass in MOGA-TG Pareto set
Flexural rigidity ⟨EI⟩ 1.98
Mass of unit cell m 0.039
⟨EI⟩/m 50.4
Best EI in MOGA-TG Pareto set
Flexural rigidity ⟨EI⟩ 4.73
Mass of unit cell m 0.158
⟨EI⟩/m 30.1
Best compromise in MOGA-TG Pareto set
Flexural rigidity ⟨EI⟩ 3.43
Mass of unit cell m 0.073
⟨EI⟩/m 47.33.3. Single-Objective GA with Penalisation Approach (SOP-TGS)
The SOP-TGS approach was run with target ⟨EI⟩ values
corresponding to the best-mass, best-compromise and best-EI solutions
of the MOGA-TG Pareto set. These values of ⟨EI⟩ for best mass, best
compromise and best EI were (1.98 × 106 Nm2), (3.43 × 106 Nm2) and
(4.73 × 106 Nm2) respectively. Three non-basic nodes were considered,ﬂexural rigidity (Structural schematics are shown in XYplane. EI unit: 106 Nm2,mass unit:
Sizing-optimised approaches with comparable ⟨EI⟩
MOGA-TGS SOP-TGS
1.99 1.98 (target: 1.98)
0.025 0.017
79.5 118.0
4.76 5.10 (target: 4.73)
0.070 0.057
68.1 89.4
3.39 3.54 (target: 3.43)
0.038 0.036
88.1 98.6
Fig. 4. Combined Pareto fronts of different nodes for MOGA-TGS (i.e. Multi-Objective GA-
Topology, Geometry and Sizing) approach with corresponding projections on three
planes.
Table 3
Properties of optimiser beam-element model for experiment.
Material properties
Material Polylactic acid (isotropic)
Young's modulus 3 GPa
Poisson's ratio 0.3
Density 1.25 kg/m3 [25]
Yield strength 70 MPa [25]
7J. Lim et al. / Materials and Design 190 (2020) 108552and the section catalogue used was identical to that used in MOGA-TGS
with 10 section diameters 0.01m ≤ d ≤ 0.1m at 0.01 m intervals. The
results of the SOP optimisation with these input parameters
(Table 2) show that the SOP approach allows the generated
structures to consistently meet or exceed the speciﬁed rigidity
requirements.
3.4. Comparison of optimisation approaches
Comparing the structures with similar ⟨EI⟩ generated by the three
methods (Table 2), it is shown that solutions with sizing optimisation
tend to be approximately half the weight of the corresponding solution
without sizing optimisation, and that SOP-TGS consistently outperforms
the MOGA approach.
While population sizes of [200,400] that was previously tested with
the MOGA approach shows no appreciable improvement in outcome,
we note that the SOP scheme's single ﬁtness function allows for a far
more effective search of the feasible design space given the same
population size and other GA parameters. In addition, comparing the
number of iterations required to converge to a solution, it is seen that
more computational resources are required for the MOGA approaches
– 142,200 iterations for MOGA-TG, 636,005 iterations for MOGA-TGS
and 46,407 iterations for SOP-TGS. However, this must consider that
the entire Pareto fronts were generated with MOGA as opposed to
SOP's single design-compliant structures. The selection between the
MOGA-TGS and SOP-TGS approaches would be affected by the design
requirements: when multiple optimal structures are desired as a
generalised solution to varying design requirements, the MOGA-TGS
approach might be preferable to performing multiple repetitions of
the SOP-TGS procedure. Since the SOP-TGS approach is seen to yield
the best solutions at lowest computational cost, this approach is used
for the remainder of this paper.
4. Experimental validation
In the optimisation procedure, thin beamelementswere used for the
purpose of quick computation given the large number of iterations
required by GA-based approaches. In the stiffness computation of the
optimiser model, several simplifying assumptions were made. The
ﬁrstly assumption was that there were no interferences between
structural elements; where material of two elements overlapped inthe joints. Secondly, stress concentration effects of abrupt changes in
geometry were neglected. Furthermore, as thin beam equations have
decreasing accuracy when the aspect ratio of the element is low, errors
would be present in the analysis of the shorter elements of the structure.
To quantify the error between the optimiser beam-element model and
the real-world structure, an optimised structure was converted to a
3D solid model and manufactured by polymer layer 3D-printing. The
stiffness of the structure was determined through experiment and
compared to the optimiser model stiffness.
4.1. Material characterisation
The Young's modulus EPLA of Poly(Lactic) Acid (PLA) material was
characterised with Procedure B of the ASTM D790-17 standard [24].
Four test samples were printed with the prescribed dimensions (12.7 ×
3.2 × 127mm) and subjected to a three-point bend test. Data of force -
deﬂection were taken over four test runs and averaged. Using the
formulae prescribed by the ASTM D790-17 standard, the Young's
modulus EPLA of the 3D-printed PLA was determined to be 3 GPa.
Table 3 shows the material properties of PLA used in this paper.
4.2. Geometry of experimental specimen
Experimental specimens were generated by the SOP-TGS method
with additional constraints to facilitate manufacturing. SOP-TGS was
carried out on a cubic unit cell domain of 20 mm to allow printing of
all 8 cells in a single process. The range of section diameters allowed
was 2.6mm ≤ dscaled ≤ 4.4mm in increments of 0.2 mm. This imposed a
minimum structural member area on present members to facilitate
3D-printing. The resultant structurewas of length 160mm. An arbitrary
target ⟨EI⟩req=14.4 Nm2 was chosen, considering the PLAmaterial. The
result of this SOP-TGS optimisation was a unit cell composed of 11
nodes and 15 elements as presented in Table 4. The resultant structure
exactly met the target ⟨EI⟩req imposed, with a total mass of 22.4 g.
4.3. Manufacture of experimental specimen
The spaceframe deﬁnition obtained through SOP-TGS was modelled
into a three-dimensional solid structure and manufactured as shown in
Fig. 5a. The 3D solid model revealed a limitation of the beam-element
based optimisation approach; nodes in proximity of each other caused
narrowangles to formbetween elements. These resulted in interferences
affecting the mechanical properties of the solid structure. A 3D printer
was used to manufacture the spaceframe structure. To impose ﬁxed
boundary conditions at root nodes, a solid cubic cell was included at
the root of the spaceframe; this also served to ﬁx the test piece in place
with a vice. To allow forminimum overhangs, the specimenwas printed
with the positive Y direction facing upwards (i.e. the negative Y direction
facing down on the printing plate). A nozzle of 0.4 mmwas used to print
the fully solid model in 0.15mm high layers in PLA material.
4.4. Experimental procedure and results
The ﬂexural rigidity of the test piece was found experimentally by
measuring the deﬂection upon the application of known loads in the
form of suspended ballasts. Ballasts were weighed and loaded at the
Table 4
Nodal coordinates, connectivity and sizing of the experimental specimen optimised using
the SOP-TGS (i.e. Single-Objective GA with Penalisation) approach.
Node Nodal coordinates (mm) Element Connecting Member diameter
(mm)
x y z Node i Node j
1 0 0 0 1 1 5 4.0
2 0 0 20 2 1 8 3.2
3 0 20 20 3 1 11 2.6
4 0 20 0 4 2 7 3.2
5 0.17 1.94 0.46 5 2 8 3.0
6 17.2 5.30 20 6 2 9 4.0
7 18.1 2.13 20 7 3 6 3.4
8 20 0 0 8 3 10 4.4
9 20 0 20 9 4 11 3.8
10 20 20 20 10 6 7 3.8
11 20 20 0 11 7 9 3.8
12 8 9 2.6
13 8 11 3.0
14 9 10 3.0
15 10 11 2.6
8 J. Lim et al. / Materials and Design 190 (2020) 1085527th bay of the spaceframe, as shown in Fig. 5b. These were suspended
from the top of the spaceframe by a roller, allowing the contact force
to be accurately located and eliminating the unwanted bending
moments. The orientation was such that the ballasts loaded the
structure in the positive Y direction. At each load case, the deﬂection
was measured by measuring the distance between the two datum
points: the ﬁrst on the datum block below the test piece, and the second
in the middle of the horizontal element at the tip, as shown in Fig. 5c.Fig. 5. (a) 3D-printed periodic specimen with 8 unit cells, (b) detaiFour data points of y8(P)were obtainedwithweights of 180 g, 630 g,
810 g and 1.27 kg. Since the loads were applied at the 7th bay and the
deﬂection taken at the 8th bay, the deﬂections at the load point were
obtained by correcting for a linear slope between bays 7 and 8 with an
Euler beam theory assumption, ΔðPÞ ¼ y8ðPÞ−
Px3load
14hEIi. Since in a linear
beam-type spring, force and deﬂection are related by the spring
equation P ¼ kΔ ¼ 3hEIi
L3
Δ, the effective EI can be calculated as hEIi ¼
kL3
3
. In this equation k is the measured slope of force – displacement
graph.
The computed deﬂection data is plot and compared with
numerically obtained results using a 3D FE model, as shown in Fig. 6.
The experimental procedure was replicated on the commercial
ABAQUS solver using solid quadratic 3D elements C3D10. The identical
ﬁxed boundary conditions were imposed on the faces of the clamped
nodes, while load was applied on the Y- horizontal element on the 7th
bay; identical to the experimental setup. A very ﬁnemesh was selected
to avoid mesh sensitivity analysis.
The effective EI of the solid numericalmodel converges to ⟨EI⟩ =12.5
Nm2, whereas the experimental model returns ⟨EI⟩ = 11.2 Nm2.
Compared with the experimental results, the optimiser's beam-
elementmodel shows a small error with ⟨EI⟩ of 14.4 Nm2, which is likely
to be caused by the interferences in elements that were not accounted
for in the optimiser's beam element model. However, since the two
models have stiffness in the same order of magnitude, the optimisation
procedure can be considered validated and shows good potential ifled illustration of test setup, (c) cantilever bending test setup.
Fig. 6.Comparison between the force-deﬂection curves obtained from the experiment and
numerical modelling.
9J. Lim et al. / Materials and Design 190 (2020) 108552measures are taken to address the simpliﬁcations mentioned at the
beginning of Section 4. These include limiting non-basic nodes within
certain exclusive subdomains, as Ermakova and Dayyani [20] did.
While this may help prevent large interferences, it also reduces the
feasible design space which may have adverse effects on ﬁnding the
global optima.5. Performance of beam-substitute spaceframes
In this section, in order to demonstrate the advantages of the
proposed method in weight saving design, the structural responses
including static, buckling and modal behaviours of the spaceframe
structure were compared with a mass equivalent rectangular
beam structure. However, the proposed method can include other
conventional beam types by tailoring the spaceframe design
domain in the optimisation.
The spaceframe was modelled in ABAQUS with quadratic beam
elements (B32). The four nodes at x = 0were given ﬁxity conditions,
while the total loads were distributed across the four nodes at the tip
(x = 0.16m) as shown in Fig. 7. A mesh convergence study was ﬁrst
used to determine suitable mesh sizes of the spaceframe and the
equivalent beam. The scalar chosen for convergence was the strain
energy under a unit 1 N load – distributed among the four loaded
nodes of the spaceframe and the two loaded nodes of the beam
Fig. 7. Mesh-insensitive models of 544 and 399 elements wereFig. 7. Loads and cross sectional dimensions of the perirespectively used for the subsequent spaceframe and beam analyses
in this section.
5.1. Conventional beam model with identical mass
The rectangular beam chosen for comparison has the same
material and cross sectional height as the spaceframe. The section
width was calculated to maintain the identical mass as the
spaceframe at 0.0224 kg, corresponding to a 0.02 m by 0.0056 m
beam section. The length of the beams was 0.16 m to satisfy the
minimum length for homogenised behaviour of the spaceframe.
As shown in Fig. 7, the root side at x = 0 is fully ﬁxed, while the
total loads are distributed across the top and bottom nodes at the
tip (x= 0.16m). The rectangular beam was modelled with quadratic
S8R shell elements with Z+ being the face normal direction, with
identical load and boundary condition being applied. The results
show that the mass-equivalent beam has EI = 11.2 Nm2 which is
22% less than its substitute spaceframe.
5.2. Static large deformation performance of the periodic spaceframe
The load-bearing capacity of two structures were compared in
ABAQUS by analysing the maximum Mises stress in the structure as a
function of applied loads, with the loading and boundary conditions
illustrated in Fig. 7. Non-linear geometrical effects were taken into
account for large deformation calculations.
The comparison results are depicted in Fig. 8, where the stress
values above 70 MPa (the yield strength of the material [25]) are
not considered for this comparison due to the elastic material
model. It is also noteworthy that under the identical loads, the
spaceframe structure demonstrates 14.4% lower maximum stress
(at 100 N load) than the beam structure, implying its higher
loading capability. However, this beneﬁt tends to be reduced at
high loading levels when the maximum stress location moves to
the joint location (Case 3 in Fig. 8), which needs detailed checking
in real applications. Speciﬁc joint design can be potentially
applied to mitigate this issue, which is beyond the scope of this
paper.
It is interesting to note that the curve representing the periodic
spaceframe structure demonstrates a non-linear trend, with
changing maximum stress locations when the load level is
increased. This phenomenon is attributed to the warping of the
spaceframe at larger deformations, which creates substantial
stresses at the joints of lateral struts (Case 3 in Fig. 8). By contrast,
the maximum stress in the conventional beam is constantly located
at the root of the structure during loading and linear trend was
obtained.odic spaceframe and the cantilever beam models.
Fig. 8.Maximum stress in the periodic spaceframe and equivalent conventional beam structures as a function of the applied load, highlighting the enhanced performance of the periodic
spaceframe.
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The buckling performance of the conventional beam and its
substitute periodic spaceframe structure were compared by
considering three cases: buckling of the structures under positive
and negative bending loads (i.e. positive and negative Y-direction)
as shown in Fig. 7, and buckling of the structure subjected to an
axial compressive load (i.e. X-direction) with identical loading as
Fig. 7.
The critical buckling loads of the experimental spaceframe structure
and the mass-equivalent beam in both Y- and X-directions were
obtained from the FE analysis, and are presented in Figs. 9 and 10
respectively with corresponding buckling modes. It can be seen that
the critical buckling load of the periodic spaceframe is 603.0%, 12.3%
and 93.3% higher than the conventional beam in the X, positive Y and
negative Y loading directions respectively, demonstrating the advantage
of the designed spaceframe structure in greater buckling resistance. It
can also be seen that the spaceframe structure demonstrates more
complex buckling modes than the beam structure, particularly under
vertical bending loads where local buckling near the ﬁxed root play aFig. 9. The ﬁrst buckling mode and the critical buckling load of the spaceframe structdominant role. In addition, compared with the beam structure, it is
noteworthy that the buckling characteristics of the spaceframe depend
on the direction of bending (i.e. upward and downward bending).
Therefore, if buckling is not considered in the optimisation criteria, the
designermust determine themost suitable orientation of the spaceframe
depending on the expected load direction. The buckling characteristic in
the axial direction is also important when designing higher-order
structures experiencing high level axial compression.
5.4. Modal analysis of the periodic spaceframe structure
Modal behaviour of the experimental spaceframe structure and
beam structure was also analysed. The ﬁrst ﬁve modal shapes and
frequencies of the two structures are illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12
respectively. It can be seen that the two structures demonstrate
different modal behaviours in terms of both modal shape and
frequency. It is noted that the 1st and 2nd natural frequencies of
the spaceframe structure are 132.2 Hz and 206.8 Hz respectively,
which are 141.7% and 7.7% higher than the equivalent beam
structure. This demonstrates the beneﬁt of the periodic spaceframeure under (a) axial compression, (b) positive bending and (c) negative bending.
Fig. 10. The ﬁrst buckling mode and the critical buckling load of the rectangular beam structure under (a) axial compression, (b) positive bending and (c) negative bending.
11J. Lim et al. / Materials and Design 190 (2020) 108552in designing high-frequency structures, to prevent resonance that
causes structural damage. Compared with the beam structure
whose modes are either pure bending or torsion, the modes of the
spaceframe structure are more complex due to the coupling effects
between bending and torsion modes, particularly for the 1st and
4thmodes. This coupling effects result from the asymmetric stiffness
distribution within the designed spaceframe, which could be
reduced by adding additional symmetric constraints in the design
criteria.
It might be noteworthy to mention that although the dynamic
performance (i.e. modal behaviour) of the spaceframe structure was
not directly included in the optimization problem, it was improved
through optimising the mass and stiffness of the structure. This is
because the modal frequency is proportional to
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k
m
r
where k and mFig. 11. First ﬁve vibration modal shapes and freqrepresent the stiffness and mass of the structure respectively. The
designed spaceframe tends to have greater EI value than the
conventional beam with the equivalent mass, which well explains the
reasons for higher modal frequencies obtained for the spaceframe
than the conventional beam structure.5.5. Periodic spaceframe structure as conventional beam substitute in
different applications
The spaceframe is noted to be comparatively stiffer and more buckle-
resistant than the rectangularmass-equivalent beam,with approximately
14.4% higher ﬂexural rigidity, and 603.0% higher axial buckling load. In
addition, as the ﬁrst modal frequency of the spaceframe is 141.7% higher
than the mass-equivalent beam, this shows potential in dynamicuencies of the periodic spaceframe structure.
Fig. 12. First ﬁve vibration modal shapes and frequencies of the rectangular equivalent beam structure.
12 J. Lim et al. / Materials and Design 190 (2020) 108552applications to prevent structural resonance or negative aeroelastic
effects (e.g. ﬂutter).
According to Figs. 9–12, the 1st buckling and vibrational modes of
the periodic spaceframe are different from the equivalent beam in
terms of the mode shape. This arises from the lack of design
constraint in the Z-direction ﬂexural rigidity, which needs to be
improved by adding additional design constraint if Z-direction
bending is critical in terms of the design requirement. In speciﬁc
applications, proper and sufﬁcient constraints are always necessary
to be applied to ensure the consistency in the structural behaviour
between the designed periodic spaceframe and the substituted
beam structure.
6. Topology optimisation of spaceframe structure for wing spar
application
The SOP-TGS method was used to explore the possibilities of
promoting weight saving in the design of civil aircraft wings. A
conventional wing box structure with removed leading and
trailing edges is shown in Fig. 13, where the front and rear spars
are designed to sustain the bending moment resulting fromFig. 13. Structural layout of the conaerodynamic loads. NASA SC(2)-0712 was chosen as the airfoil
applied to the wing model. Features such as stringers attached to
the skin, local strengthening on spars and ribs, tapering design of
the wing, etc. were not considered in this wing model since the
objective of this study was to explore the application of the
periodic structure optimised using the SOP-TGS method, rather
than explicitly designing a wing structure. Considering the
advantages of the periodic spaceframe structure as discussed in
Section 5, truss-based front and rear spars can be potentially
used to replace the conventional spar webs, reducing the
structural mass while ensuring sufﬁcient bending rigidity. In this
study, an attempt was made utilising the SOP-TGS method. The
domain of optimisation was speciﬁed with the same height as
the original spars; 834.4 mm and 677.9 mm for the front and rear
spars respectively as well as 80 mm in thickness. The cross section
dimension of each frame element was chosen from the 40 optional
diameters ranging from 11 to 50 mm at 1 mm interval by the
optimisation design. Homogenised properties were obtained
using 8 cell repetitions, with a maximum of 4 non-basic nodes
being allowed. A population size of 400 and a crossover fraction
of 0.3 were applied in the GA settings. The material used for thisventional wing box structure.
Fig. 14.Wing box FE model with periodic spaceframe spars and illustration of its deﬂection under static loading.
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6061 (E = 68.9 GPa, ν = 0.33).
Two unit cell structures were subsequently obtained from the
optimisation design for the front and rear spars respectively. The
nodal coordinates, connectivity and sizing of the unit structures are
detailed in Appendix C. They were then applied periodically along the
span to replace the original spar webs. This design is illustrated by the
FE model shown in Fig. 14. It was created using the CQUAD4 (for the
skin and ribs) and CBEAM(for the truss-based spars) elements available
in MSC Nastran. It was demonstrated that the mass of the original wing
structure of 2925Kgwas reduced by 6.9% by designing and applying the
periodic spaceframe spars using the SOP-TGS method, implying the
promising application of this method in bending rigidity design of
complex structures. The deﬂection of the designed wing under static
loading is illustrated in Fig. 14, with the wing root being ﬁxed and a
vertical load of 50 kN being applied at the wing tip.
It is noteworthy that the spar design in real wing structures also
requires consideration of the rotational rigidity of thewing cross section
geometry formed by the spars and covers, in addition to the bending
rigidity of the spars. However, it is beyond the scope of the current
study and was not considered in the applied SOP-TGS method. Hence,
when torsional deformation of a wing under speciﬁc loads is non-
negligible, the structural behaviour of the designed wing from the
current study may deviate from the original one, despite that the
designed and the original spars share identical bending rigidities. This
limitation implies the future direction to enhance the robustness of
the SOP-TGS method – considering bending and torsional rigidities
concurrently, which would be particularly beneﬁcial for its application
in real wing structures.
In addition, stiffness distribution of a wing normally varies in the
spanwise direction,which results from the requirements for aerodynamic
performance as well as the cross section design of the wing [26]. These
factors are critical to the spar design and the structural behaviour of the
resultant wing. The idea might be to use a pattern of relatively small
sized periodic spaceframe structures in two directions, i.e. along wing
span and the height of spar, which needs to be investigated further
considering speciﬁc aircraft wing design.
7. Conclusion
A periodic spaceframe structure has been designed by use of multi-
objective topology optimisation forminimummass,maximumeffective
ﬂexural and torsional rigidities. The structural performance of the
spaceframe was then compared to an equivalent beam of the same
weight and domain height. It was found that under the identical loads,the spaceframe structure demonstrated 14.4% lower maximum stress
than the equivalent beam, highlighting its higher loading capability.
The spaceframe had also 603.0% greater axial buckling resistance,
12.3% (upward) and 93.3% (downward) greater bending buckling
resistance than the conventional beam. It was demonstrated that the
ﬁrst two modal frequencies of the spaceframe structure were 141.7%
and 7.7% higher than the equivalent beam structure respectively,
demonstrating its beneﬁt for design of a high-frequency structure
preventing resonance and structural damage. The results show that
the proposed method can effectively generate lightweight substitute
structures of great mechanical performance in many beam structures
applications including aircraft wing spars. Therefore, the periodic
spaceframe was integrated into a conventional aircraft wing structure
to replace the conventional spars. The simulation demonstrated the
possibilities of promoting weight saving in the design of civil aircraft
wings.
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Appendix A
An example of a combination operation is shown for the following
two graphs A and B.
Fig. A1. Schematic of sample graph combination operation.
Fig. A2. Illustration of combining the graphs of two structures A and B into a graph ABC.
Fig. B1. Arbitrary 3D model used for FE code validation: (a) unit structure and (b) 2D projection of periodically-repeating 3D structure with loading and boundary conditions.
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15J. Lim et al. / Materials and Design 190 (2020) 108552The graphs A and B each have upper triangular adjacency matrices as shown, wherein the vertex pairs (3,6) and (4,5) are to be coincident.
Concatenation of the unit cell adjacencymatrices forms an assembled adjacencymatrixwith the elements of rows and columns of coincident vertices
summed:
AUAB
 
3
¼ AUAB
 
6
¼ AUAB
 
3
þ AUAB
 
6
AUAB
 
4
¼ AUAB
 
5
¼ AUAB
 
4
þ AUAB
 
5
The duplicate rows and columns 4 and 6 are then removed to yield the ﬁnal adjacency matrix representing combined graph AB. Fig. A2 shows an
illustration of this process, where the vertex pair (3,6) are highlighted yellow and (4,5) highlighted blue.
Appendix B
The validation of the developed bespoke MATLAB FE solver was carried out using the structure illustrated in Fig. B1, where a
periodically-repeating structure is composed of 10 unit cells. It contains 160 elements, with four nodes at the root being ﬁxed and a vertical
unit load being averagely distributed at the four nodes at the tip. An equivalent ABAQUS model was also developed for validation purposes.
It was meshed using 870 elements based on a mesh convergence check. The averaged displacements across the four nodes at the tip, which
were obtained by the MATLAB and ABAQUS models respectively, are compared in Table B1. It shows a good match between the two models
with a difference of 0.14%, demonstrating good accuracy of the applied MATLAB FE code.
Table B1
Comparison of between bespoke MATLAB FE solver and ABAQUS solver.SolverM
ANumber of elements Average tip displacement (×10−6 m)ATLAB 160 175.7
BAQUS 870 175.9
rror 0.14%EAppendix C
Table C1
Nodal coordinates, connectivity and sizing of the wing front and rear spar unit optimised using the SOP-TGS (i.e. Single-Objective GA with Penalisation) approach.
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